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About Thommessen 
Thommessen is one of Norway’s leading com-
mercial law firms, with offices in Oslo, Bergen, 
Stavanger and London. Since our foundation in 
1856, we have been closely involved in most of 
the defining developments in Norwegian industry 
and commerce. Our clients are Norwegian and 
international businesses, in both the private and 
public sector. We assist businesses with transac-
tions, complex projects and dispute resolution 
in all commercial law disciplines. As one of the 
biggest law firms, both in terms of headcount 
and revenues, we can offer a deep bench within 
the key legal areas important for businesses in 
Norway, whether Norwegian or foreign. A sig-
nificant portion of our day ‑to‑day work is for 
international clients with projects in Norway. 

At Thommessen, we enable our clients to achieve 
their objectives by understanding their chal-
lenges and opportunities. Our advice is clear, 
well-founded and practically oriented, and is 
based on an in-depth understanding of the fac-
tors affecting the interests of our clients, whether 
commercial, technological, societal, political or 
global.

We assemble teams of lawyers who complement 
each other and work closely with our clients. 
Many of our nearly 200 lawyers are leading 
experts in their field in Norway, and a number of 
them are admitted to the Supreme Court.

This brochure contains a concise overview of the 
Norwegian legal system and the most common 
questions which arise in relation to doing busi-
ness in Norway.

CONTRIBUTORS/CONTACT PERSONS
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Norway at a glance

POPULATION 5,367,580 (January 2020)

CURRENCY Norwegian krone: NOK 8.945 = USD 1 (August 2020)

LANGUAGES Norwegian is spoken throughout the country. The 
level of spoken and written English is in general high 
and is used extensively in business relations. Most of 
the larger businesses and law firms have employees 
who speak German, French and Spanish.

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT Norway is a constitutional monarchy with a parliamen-
tary democratic system of government. Public power 
is formally distributed among the Government (the 
executive), the Storting (the legislature) and the courts 
(the judiciary).

Following the election in 2013, Erna Solberg’s Govern-
ment was appointed by King Harald V on 16 October 
2013. The current government represents the Con-
servative Party (C) the Liberal Party (L), and the 
Christian Democratic Party (CDP). The next parliamen-
tary election will be held in September 2021.

BUSINESS CLIMATE Norway is a typical Scandinavian country with high 
work and business ethics and a transparent business 
climate. There are no cultural prohibitions on the way 
business is conducted.

NORWAY’S POSITION IN EUROPE Norway is, with some exceptions regarding fish and 
agricultural products, fully integrated in the EU’s 
internal market and free travel through the European 
Economic Area (EEA) and Schengen agreements. 
Norway is not, however, a member of the EU and con-
sequently not a member of the EU’s economical and 
monetary union and its currency (the euro).
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Legal system
The Norwegian legal system is based on a combi-
nation of statutes and case law. The relevant legal 
sources according to the local doctrine of law are 
statutes, preparatory works, case law, administra-
tive practices, customary practice, international 

treaties and conventions, other countries’ law and 
policy and fairness considerations. 

Many significant conventions and treaties have 
been ratified by Norway, including the UN Con-
vention on International Sale of Goods (“CISG”).

Foreign investment
Foreign investment is encouraged. With certain 
exceptions, Norway’s foreign investment regime 
is open and offers national treatment to foreign 
investors. Certain direct investments, from both 
foreign and domestic acquirers, are subject to 
ownership control pursuant to the Security Act. 
An undertaking may be brought within the scope 
of application of the Security Act by way of a 
decision by a Ministry if it is engaged in activities 
of crucial importance for national security. Exam-
ples of undertakings that can be covered by the 
provisions on ownership control are companies 
in the defence,  telecommunications, transport, 
or energy sectors, food and water supply, and 
health services. An acquisition may be refused if 
the acquisition “may entail a risk that is not insig-
nificant that interests of national security will be 
threatened”. The obligation to obtain the neces-
sary approval is with the acquiring party.

There is no single law governing foreign invest-
ment in Norway, as the relevant legislation is 
found in a number of statutes. Norway maintains 

restrictions on foreign investment in certain activi-
ties related to audio-visual services, air transport, 
retail sale of alcoholic, fisheries and maritime 
transport. Under the EEA agreement these restric-
tions should not apply to citizens or companies 
established in another EEA state (the EU member 
states and Iceland and Liechtenstein). 

Further there are specific regulations that apply in 
the following sectors: 

• The acquisition of waterfalls, supply 
rights and mining rights are subject to 
concessions (Industrial Licensing Act, Energy 
Act, Water resources Act, Mining Act). 

• The acquisition of long-term lease (more than 
ten years) of land and real estate is subject 
to concession (General Concession Act).

• Direct investments in petroleum 
exploration and exploitation require special 
government license (Petroleum Act).
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INCENTIVES, GUARANTEES AND 
FUNDS TO FOREIGN INVESTORS

Various export incentives and guarantees are 
available in Norway. An example is the Norwegian 
export credit agency, GIEK, which guarantees for 
Norwegian companies’ export credits on behalf of 
the Norwegian government. With assistance from 
GIEK, exporters can offer credit or finance without 
carrying the entire risk themselves. GIEK secures 
competitive terms for the industry and promotes 
the export of Norwegian goods and services and 
investment abroad.

GIEK’s guarantees are issued on behalf of the Nor-
wegian Government. They can be used as security 
for Norwegian and international banks and other 
financial institutions to facilitate funding. GIEK’s 
guarantee terms and premiums largely follow 
the standards and rates applying to comparable 
guarantees internationally.

Further, various grants and incentives are avail-
able to investors depending on the type of 
business. However, few apply to foreign investors. 

An example is Eksportfinans which is an export 
credit institution for export financing. Eksport-
finans is owned by a consortium of banks 
operating in Norway, as well as the Norwegian 
Government. Eksportfinans manages a portfolio 
of international securities and is funded through 
bond debt issued in the international capital 
markets. 

Until 2012, Eksportfinans offered loans to 
Norwegian exporters to help finance foreign 
investments, acquisitions and other types of inter-
national expansion. As from 1 July 2012, the state 
owned entity Export Credit Norway took over the 
management of these facilities, and deal with the 
entire loan application process. Their custom-
ers come from all over the world and purchase a 
wide variety of goods and services. Export Credit 
Norway offers loans with two different sets of 
interest terms: fixed‑rate Commercial Interest 
Reference Rate (CIRR) loans and CIRR‑qualified 
market loans with variable rates. Both types of 
loans may be disbursed in all OECD currencies, 
and both comply with the OECD Arrangement on 
Officially Supported Export Credits.
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Business entities

1 Oslo Axess is expected to change its name to Euronext Expand during the fall of 2020.

INTRODUCTION

Business activities conducted by foreign compa-
nies or individuals in Norway may be carried out 
through a Norwegian subsidiary or a Norwegian 
branch of the foreign entity. Generally speaking, 
there are no restrictions on the nationality of the 
owners. Operating licenses to conduct business 
are required for certain specific areas, e.g. insur-
ance, banking and financial services as well as 
E&P activities on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. 
Applicable passporting rules within the EU and 
EEA may simplify the process of obtaining such 
licenses. 

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES

The most common form of conducting business 
activities in Norway is through a limited liability 
company. In such limited companies, the liability 
of each shareholder is limited to its respective 
part of the share capital, i.e. the shareholders are 
not personally liable for the obligations of the 
company. There are two forms of limited liability 
companies: Private limited companies (Nw: “Aksje-
selskap”, abbr. “AS”) and public limited companies 
(Nw: “Allmennaksjeselskap”, abbr. “ASA”). Only 
public limited companies (or a foreign equivalent) 
may be listed on Oslo Stock Exchange or Oslo 
Axess 1, and there is little reason to establish a 
public limited company unless it is envisaged to 
list the company’s shares on one of those two 
marketplaces.

The formation of a limited liability company is 
done by one or more founders – which can be 
foreign companies or individuals – drawing up 
and signing a deed of formation. Within three 
months of the formation, the required share capi-
tal must then be deposited by the shareholder(s), 
after which the deed of formation must be 
submitted for registration with the Register of 
Business Enterprises. The company acquires the 
status of a legal entity upon registration. Private 
limited companies must have a share capital of 
at least NOK 30,000, whereas a public limited 
company must have a share capital of minimum 

NOK 1 mi lion. Despite a fairly easy incorpora-
tion process, foreign companies often start up 
business in Norway by acquiring an already estab-
lished “off‑the‑shelf company” from a law firm.

SHAREHOLDERS

There are no restrictions on the number of share-
holders, i.e. a Norwegian limited liability company 
can have only one shareholder. All shares carry 
equal rights and one vote each, unless otherwise 
provided for in the articles of association. The 
articles of association may prescribe different 
classes of shares, i.e. different rights to participate 
in the assets or profits of the company or differ-
ent voting rights. 

Parent companies and shareholders are in 
general not liable for their subsidiaries’ debts or 
liabilities. However, both Supreme Court practice 
and preparatory work for the Limited Liability 
Companies Acts indicate that the corporate veil 
can be pierced in extraordinary circumstances. 

Shareholders exercise their rights through gen-
eral meetings. The annual general meeting is 
generally required to be held each year on or 
prior to 30 June to deal with and decide upon the 
annual accounts and the annual report (with an 
exception and extended deadline in 2020 due to 
Covid-19). Apart from the annual general meet-
ing, extraordinary general meetings may be held 
if the board of directors considers it necessary, 
or it must also be convened if, in order to discuss 
a specified matter, the auditor or shareholders 
representing at least five percent with respect 
to public limited companies or ten percent with 
respect to private limited companies of the share 
capital demands this in writing.

FINANCIAL REPORTING AND 
AUDITING REQUIREMENTS 

All limited companies regardless of the size of 
the entity are obligated to keep accounts and 
also have a statutory bookkeeping obligation. 
However, small business are subject to simplified 
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requirements. The companies must prepare and 
file annual accounts with the Norwegian Account-
ing Register by 31 July each year. Penalties apply 
for late filing. The information must be reported 
in a way that complies with statutory account-
ing rules, and reflect a true and fair view of the 
company’s assets, liabilities, results and financial 
position in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting practices. 

Private limited companies which have (i) operating 
revenues that do not exceed NOK 6 million (ii) a 
balance sheet amount not exceeding NOK 23 mil-
lion and (iii) an average number of employees 
which do not exceed ten man-years, are not 
required to have an auditor.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND 
THE MANAGING DIRECTOR

A public limited company must have a board of 
directors comprising minimum three directors, 
including the chairman of the board, while the 
board of directors in a private limited company 
may comprise of only one director (who may also 
be the sole shareholder of the company). Both 
public and private limited companies are subject 
to rules regarding employee representation in the 
board of directors. If the number of employees in 
the company exceeds thirty, the employees will 
have the right to appoint one director, and if the 
number exceeds fifty, the employees will have 
the right to appoint one-third of the directors (but 
in any event at least two). Public limited compa-
nies are required to have a managing director 
who is responsible for day to day management, 
while this is optional for private limited compa-
nies. At least half of the board of directors and 
the managing director must reside in Norway, or 
be a EEA-citizen residing in a EEA-country. 2 For 
public limited companies there are also certain 
requirements that both sexes are represented 
on the board of directors. Listed companies 
shall also comply with the Norwegian Corporate 
Governance Code, which i.a. sets forth certain 

2 In 2016 the ESA (EFTA Surveillance Authority) found this requirement to be in violation of the EEA agreement, and decided in 
December 2019 to bring the matter against Norway before the EFTA Court. In parallel, the Ministry of Trade, Industries and Fisheries 
sent on public consultation proposed amendments to the relevant laws, where the proposed new requirements are that at least half 
of the board of directors and the managing director must reside in Norway, or either be an EEA-citizen or reside in an EEA-country.

requirements for the composition of the board of 
directors.

DIRECTORS’ DUTIES AND LIABILITY

The board of directors is responsible for the 
management of the company and shall ensure 
a proper organization of the business. Under 
Norwegian law, the board of directors of a private 
limited company shall maintain a share register 
of all of the company’s shares and shareholders, 
whereas the shares in a public limited company 
must be registered in the Securities Register (Nw. 
“VPS”). Both share registers are public. 

Members of the board of directors have a fiduci-
ary duty to the company and its shareholders. 
Such duty requires that the board members act in 
the best interests of the company when exercis-
ing their functions and exercise a general duty 
of loyalty and care towards the company. Their 
principal task is to safeguard the interests of the 
company. Members of the board of directors may 
each be held personally liable for any damage 
they negligently or wilfully cause the company. 

VOTING

There is no quorum requirement for a general 
meeting under Norwegian law, although the 
articles of association may stipulate that a certain 
number of shareholders, shares or share capital 
be present at the general meeting. 

In general, decisions that shareholders of a lim-
ited company shall decide upon under Norwegian 
law or the articles of association may be made by 
a simple majority of the casted votes. However, 
certain decisions such as issuance of new shares, 
amendments to the articles of association, resolv-
ing a merger or de-merger, will require a majority 
of two-thirds of the votes cast and the share capi-
tal present at the general meeting. 

In regards to the board of directors more than 
half of the directors needs to be present or 
participate in the proceedings for a quorum to 
be constituted. Unless otherwise stated in the 
articles of association the board of directors may 
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adopt a resolution with the supporting vote of the 
majority of the participating directors.

REGISTERED OFFICES

A limited company must have a physical Norwe-
gian business address (a postbox address is not 
sufficient) registered in the Register of Business 
Enterprises. Unless otherwise agreed upon by the 
parties the ordinary venue for the company in 
legal proceedings will be at the place where the 
head office is located through such registration. 

BRANCHES

A foreign company may conduct its business 
activities in Norway through a Norwegian branch 
(Nw. “filial”). Branches should operate under a 
separate trading name which should include 
the word “norsk avdeling utenlandsk selskap” or 
“NUF” and the nation of origin, registered with 
the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises. 
In general, branches are treated as corporations 
and provided equal rights and are subject to the 
same requirements as limited companies (for 
example in regard to taxation). However, the 
branch itself is not a legal entity and therefore 
cannot be a party in legal proceedings (certain 
exemptions apply to insurance companies), any 
legal action must therefore be directed at the 
foreign main company which is responsible for 
the obligations and liable for the liabilities of the 
Norwegian branch. Signatory rights for the branch 
can be awarded to named persons, the manag-
ing director of the branch or board members of 
the Norwegian branch, however it is not possible 
to register signatory rights that only apply to the 
Norwegian branch. The persons who signs for the 
Norwegian branch must therefore also be able to 
sign for the foreign main company. 

PARTNERSHIPS

Two or more parties, including foreign companies 
and individuals, may jointly conduct business 
through a partnership (Nw. “ansvarlig selskap” or 
“ANS”) where all partners are jointly and severally 
liable for the partnership’s obligations. A limited 
partnership (Nw. “kommandittselskap” or “KS”) is 
a partnership where at least one of the partners 
has unlimited liability for the debts and liabilities 

of the partnership (must own at least ten percent 
“general partnership shares”). The liability for 
at least one of the other partners also needs to 
be limited to a fixed amount (normally unpaid 
registered contributions). Partnerships and 
limited partnerships become legal entities upon 
registration. There are no requirements to the 
equity upon formation of a partnership, however 
each limited partner in a limited partnership must 
invest at least NOK 20,000 upon formation of a 
limited partnership. 

ACCOUNTING

In general the financial year must follow the 
calendar year. However, a deviating financial year 
can be used if (i) this increases the informational 
value of the annual accounts due to seasonal 
activities or (ii) the accounting obligated entity is 
a branch or a subsidiary of a foreign company 
and the deviation is necessary to have the same 
financial year as the main foreign enterprise. 
Accounting documents must as a general rule be 
retained for five years. 
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Aquisitions
There are no specific rules governing acquisitions 
of unlisted companies. As a starting point, the 
entire acquisition process is subject to freedom 
of contract. However, specific provisions contain-
ing e.g. restrictions on transfer of shares or first 
refusal may be prescribed in the Private Limited 
Liability Companies Act, in the articles of associa-
tion or in shareholders’ agreements. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Excluding information published by the target 
company, the bidder has access to a wide range 
of corporate information, e.g. financial statements 
and articles of associations, that can be accessed 
through the Register of Business Enterprises free 
of charge or for a small fee. 

COMPETITION LAW

A merger, acquisition or other transaction (busi-
ness concentration) involving transfer of lasting 
control must be notified to the Norwegian Com-
petition Authority if the aggregated turnover of 
the companies involved exceeds NOK 1 billion in 
Norway annually and at least two of the involved 
companies each have more than NOK 100 million 
in annual turnover in Norway. Certain concentra-
tions which are less likely to affect competition 
may be submitted to the authorities by a simpli-
fied notification. The authorities may also impose 
an obligation to notify for concentrations below 
the thresholds if they find reasonable grounds 
to assume that competition will be affected. It is 
prohibited to implement a concentration subject 
to notification before the authorities have closed 
the case.

FORMALITIES PRIVATE COMPANIES

As a starting point, transfer of shares in private 
companies are subject to right of first refusal for 
the other shareholders and approval by the board 
of directors, unless otherwise stated in the articles 
of association. 

Private limited companies must maintain a share 
register and upon share transfers the register 
must be updated by the company, which must 

also notify the shareholder that he or she has 
been entered into the share register. The concept 
of stock certificates does not exist in Norway. 

Acquisition of qualifying holdings in a financial 
institution is subject to prior approval by the 
Norwegian Ministry of Finance or the Norwegian 
Financial Supervisory Authority. A qualifying hold-
ing is, as a main rule, a holding that represents 
ten percent or more of the capital or voting rights 
in a financial institution or allows for the exercise 
of significant influence on the management of the 
institution and its business.

A shareholder who owns more than ninety 
percent of the shares and votes can effectuate a 
squeeze-out and acquire the remaining shares 
from the minority shareholder(s). Correspond-
ingly, the minority shareholder(s) may request 
that the majority shareholder acquires their 
shares.

FORMALITIES PUBLIC COMPANIES

Shares in public companies are as a general rule 
freely transferable, unless otherwise prescribed 
by law, the articles of association or a sharehold-
ers agreement.

Acquisitions of listed companies are subject to 
takeover regulations set out in the Securities 
Trading Act, and a bidder who acquires one-third 
of the votes in a listed company has to make a 
mandatory offer for the remaining shares. This 
obligation is repeated at the thresholds of forty 
percent and fifty percent of the votes. Further-
more, a shareholder who holds more than ninety 
percent of the shares and votes can effectuate a 
squeeze-out and acquire the remaining shares 
from the minority shareholder(s), which in turn 
may request the majority shareholder to acquire 
their shares. 

If a person, company or consolidated group’s pro-
portion of shares and/or right to shares in a listed 
company through acquisition or sale exceeds 
or falls below the thresholds of five percent, ten 
percent, fifteen percent, twenty percent, twenty‑
five percent, one‑third, fifty percent, two‑thirds or 
ninety percent, immediate notice has to be given 
to the Oslo Stock Exchange which will publish the 
information. 
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Real estate

OWNERSHIP AND TRANSFER OF REAL PROPERTY 

The main acts in Norway regulating real property 
are the Planning and Building Act, the Alienation 
Act, the Construction of Buildings Act, the Tenancy 
Act, and the Concession Act.

Purchase of property is regulated by the Aliena-
tion Act. An agreement regarding transfer of real 
property may be entered into orally or in writing. 
However, an oral agreement shall be put in writ-
ing if one of the parties so requires.   

Professional real estate transactions normally 
takes place through transfer of shares in a limited 
liability company holding legal title to the property 
(a single purpose vehicle, SPV). Such transactions 
are regulated by the Sale of Goods Act. 

Both when transferring property directly and 
when transferring shares in a company holding 
legal title to a property, it is common to enter into 
adapted standard agreements that deviate from 
the background law. It should be noted that if 
one party is a consumer, there are restrictions on 
what can be deviated from.

Acquisitions of property is subject to applicable 
concession (approval) from public authorities. 
Concession is mainly regulated by the Conces-
sion Act. The Concession Act basically covers all 
types of property. However, a number of excep-
tions mean that most properties in Norway do not 
require a concession. 

If the acquisition does not require a concession, 
the main rule is that the acquirer must submit a 
form for a self-declaration of freedom from the 
obligation to acquire a concession (Nw: egener-
klæring om konsesjonsfrihet). There are several 
transactions where a concession is not required 
and only a self-declaration is needed, for exam-
ple when acquiring a built property smaller than 
100,000 square meters. However, a concession or 
a self-declaration is not necessary for the acquisi-
tion of built-up property where the area does not 
exceed two acres, when acquiring most types of 
apartments, or when acquiring an SPV that has 
already obtained a concession.

If the acquisition is not free from the obligation 
to acquire a concession, the new owner must 

obtain permission to take it over (a concession). 
An application for a concession is submitted on a 
separate form, which is sent to the municipality 
where the property is located. If the acquisition 
concerns an agricultural property, the municipal-
ity shall, among other things, emphasize whether 
the acquisition entails a good operational solu-
tion, whether the acquirer is considered fit to 
run the property, and whether the acquisition 
takes into account the overall management of 
resources and the cultural landscape. If a conces-
sion is not granted, the municipality shall set a 
deadline for resale of the property. The acquirer 
must then sell the property to someone who can 
obtain a concession or who can acquire it without 
a concession.

The purpose of the Concession Act is to have con-
trol over the sale of real estate, in order to protect 
agricultural production areas and ensure owner-
ship and use conditions that benefit society and 
future generations. 

It is not required by law to register a transfer of 
property in the Public Real Estate Register (the 
land register). However, a third party may in good 
faith extinguish ownership rights that are not 
registered in the land register prior to the estab-
lishment of the colliding right of the third party. 
Thus, registration of a transfer of title in the land 
register is necessary to obtain legal protection 
against third parties. 

Transfer of shares is not subject to registration in 
the land register, as the direct ownership of the 
property does not formally change. 

If the ownership of the building and the plot are 
split, the establishment constitutes a ground 
lease, regulated by the Ground Lease Act.

CONSTRUCTION 

There are several statutory and complex regu-
lations regarding construction of property, 
particularly in the Planning and Building Act. It is 
mandatory to have prior consent from the Plan-
ning and Building Authority in order to initiate a 
construction project. 
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LEASE OF BUSINESS PREMISES

The Norwegian lease standards regarding com-
mercial leases are widespread in the market. The 
standard agreements regarding “as is”-premises, 
“as built/as new”-premises and the barehouse-
standard are the most commonly used. Typically, 
a commercial lease term will be fixed for a period 
of between five to ten years, is non‑terminable, 

and often contain an extension right for the 
tenant. The rent is normally a fixed sum per 
square meter per year, and is usually regulated 
annually according to changes in the Consumer 
Price Index. In addition to this, the tenant often 
pays a proportionate share of the joint costs of 
the property and applicable VAT. A guarantee or 
deposit is usually required. 
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Taxation of Norwegian limited liability companies 

GENERAL STRUCTURE 

Limited liability companies in Norway are sub-
ject to general corporate tax on their worldwide 
income (unless an applicable double tax treaty 
provides otherwise) at a uniform nominal rate 
of twenty-two percent. The tax computation is in 
practice based on the audited annual accounts 
adjusted pursuant to provisions in the tax leg-
islation. Tax calculated on a preliminary basis is 
charged regularly throughout the year. An annual 
tax return must be filed within 31 May each year. 
If the preliminary payments have resulted in an 
overpayment, this will result in a refund. 

In addition to the general income tax, limited 
liability companies in the petroleum sector and 
the hydroelectric power production sector may be 
subject to resource rent tax. Further, limited liabil-
ity companies that are engaged in shipping may 
opt to be taxed under the Norwegian tonnage tax 
regime instead of the general corporate income 
tax. The Norwegian financial sector is also subject 
to additional taxation, cf. below. 

INTERESTS 

Interest on loans is generally deductible for 
Norwegian tax purposes. However, deduction of 
interests may be denied if the Norwegian interest 
limitation rules apply or if the loan arrangement is 
not in accordance with the arm’s length principle. 

The Norwegian interest limitation rules apply 
if the annual net interest expenses of one year 
exceed a threshold of NOK 25 million in aggregate 
for the Norwegian part of the group or NOK 5 mil-
lion for companies which are not part of a group. 
If the threshold amount is exceeded, deductions 
are limited to twenty‑five percent of taxable 
EBITDA (i.e. net taxable income plus net interest 
expenses and taxable depreciations) per company 
in the group. However, for group companies the 
limitation does not apply if the equity ratio (the 
ratio between the equity and total assets) in the 
Norwegian company or the Norwegian part of the 
group, is equal to or not more than two percent-

age points lower than equity ratio of the group as 
a whole. 

For companies which are part of a group, both 
interests on debt to unrelated and related par-
ties may be denied. For companies which are not 
part of a group, only interests on loans to related 
parties may be denied. Interest expenses that are 
denied can be carried forward for ten years. 

Norway has currently no withholding tax on inter-
est and royalty payments, but the Norwegian 
Ministry of Finance is considering to introduce 
rules regarding withholding tax on royalty pay-
ments to affiliated companies and withholding 
tax on interest to affiliated companies in low tax 
jurisdictions.

CAPITAL GAINS AND DIVIDENDS

Receipt of dividends and capitals gains on shares 
are in principle exempt from Norwegian taxation 
for Norwegian limited liability companies under 
the participation exemption provided that the 
distributing company is: 

(i) genuinely established in an EU/EEA state or, 

(ii) if outside EU/EEA; minimum ten percent of 
the shares must be owned by the Norwegian 
company for at least two years and the 
company owned must not be a resident in a 
low tax jurisdiction, and,

(iii) the distributing company is not receiving a 
tax deduction for the distribution.

If the receiving company is tax resident in Norway 
and holds ninety percent or less of the shares in 
the distributing company, three percent of the 
dividend shall nonetheless be regarded as taxable 
income. As this income is taxed at the general 
rate of twenty‑two percent, the effective tax rate 
of such dividends is 0.66 percent. This tax does 
not apply to capital gains.
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TAX LOSSES 

Tax losses may be set off against taxable income 
for later years and may be carried forward indefi-
nitely. 

TRANSFER PRICING 

The arm’s length principle is part of Norwegian 
tax law implying that taxable income of a Nor-
wegian taxpayer may be increased by the Tax 
Authorities if the taxpayer’s taxable income has 

been reduced due to a joint interest with another 
related party, i.e. the pricing is not in accord-
ance with the arm’s length principle. The OECD 
Transfer Pricing Guidelines shall be taken into 
consideration when determining whether the 
taxable income is in accordance with the arm’s 
length principle and when performing the discre-
tionary assessment of the taxable income. 

Norwegian limited liability companies that meet 
certain thresholds are obliged to maintain trans-
fer pricing documentation for transactions with 
affiliated parties. 
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Other forms of taxation 

TAXATION OF NON-RESIDENT CORPORATIONS

Non-resident corporations and branches of for-
eign companies are subject to taxation at a rate of 
twenty-two percent on their Norwegian-sourced 
income.

Dividends distributed from limited liability com-
panies resident in Norway for tax purposes to 
shareholders resident outside Norway for tax 
purposes, are as a general rule subject to with-
holding tax at a rate of twenty‑five percent. The 
withholding tax rate of twenty‑five percent is 
normally reduced through tax treaties between 
Norway and the country in which the shareholder 
is resident. Dividends distributed to non-resident 
shareholders who are limited liability companies 
resident within the EU/EEA for tax purposes are 
exempt from Norwegian withholding tax pursu-
ant to the participation exemption, provided that 
the company is the beneficial owner of the shares 
and can be proved to be genuinely established in 
an EU/EEA state. 

There is no income tax or withholding tax on capi-
tal gains upon the realization of shares in limited 
liability companies resident in Norway. 

VALUE ADDED TAX 

Value added tax (VAT) is charged on the supply 
of goods and services effectuated in Norway in 
the course of business. Goods imported into 
Norway are also subject to VAT. The rate of VAT 
is normally twenty‑five percent. Some goods and 
services are exempted from VAT or are taxed at a 
lower rate (e.g. books and food). The sale of real 
estate, insurance and financial services, health 
services, and some educational services are tax 
exempt. 

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY TAX

A financial activity tax may apply to companies 
with activities considered as financial and insur-
ance activities. The financial tax applies only to 
companies with employees. The financial tax 
consists of two components:

(i) Five percent extra tax on wage cost on 
employees who perform financial activities.

(ii) Twenty‑five percent tax rate on income 
(three percentage points higher than the 
general tax rate). 

STAMP DUTY

There is no stamp duty in Norway upon the trans-
fer of shares.

There is a 2.5 percent registration tax upon the 
transfer of real estate (stamp duty), calculated on 
the basis of the market price of the property. The 
stamp duty only becomes effective if the trans-
fer is recorded in the Public Real Estate Register. 
No stamp duty will apply if the transfer of the 
property is made through purchase of shares in 
a company holding the legal title to the property, 
as the direct ownership of the property does not 
formally change and no transfer is subject to reg-
istration in the land register. If the transfer is the 
result of a merger, demerger or conversion, no 
stamp duty is payable.

REAL ESTATE TAX

A tax on real estate may be levied by local munici-
palities at the maximum rate of 0.7 percent 
(0.5 percent for housing and holiday homes) of 
the taxable value of the property.
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Employment 

GENERAL 

The Norwegian labor market is regulated by 
legislation. The main acts in Norway regulating 
employment are the: 

• Working Environment Act
• Holiday Act
• National Insurance Act
• Occupational Pension Act, and 
• The General Application of 

Wage Agreements Act
Unions play an important role in the Norwegian 
labor market and a significant part of Norwegian 
undertakings are bound by collective bargaining 
agreements. As a main rule, collective bargaining 
agreements are not compulsory. To be bound by 
a collective bargaining agreement, the employer 
must usually be part of an employers’ organiza-
tion, and at least ten percent of its employees 
must be part of a trade union. The employer will 
not automatically be bound by a collective bar-
gaining agreement by being member of a trade 
union and having organized employees. How-
ever, the relevant trade union may in such case 
demand that the employer shall be bound by a 
collective bargaining agreement.

The Working Environment Act and other labor 
legislation set out the basic framework applica-
ble to the labor market in Norway. Unions and 
employers may however agree on various dero-
gations from this. As a consequence, employees 
covered by collective bargaining agreements in 
most cases have different, and often better, terms 
and conditions than those set out in the Working 
Environment Act and/or other labor legislation, 
e.g. in relation to working hours, supplements, 
holiday etc. 

LOCAL REQUIREMENTS BEFORE 
HIRING EMPLOYEES 

A branch must be set up and registered with 
the Register of Business Enterprises before the 
employees can commence their work, in order to 
pay salary and report taxes etc. to the Norwegian 
authorities. Further, employers are required to 

obtain occupational injury insurance and pension 
schemes from day one of employment. 

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS AND 
TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT

Requirements to the written 
employment contract 
All employee relationships shall be subject to a 
written contract of employment. The employment 
contract shall be presented to and entered into 
with the employee as early as possible and no 
later than one month following commencement 
of the employment. 

The Working Environment Act sets out mini-
mum requirements regarding the content of the 
employment contract. The employment contract 
shall state factors of major significance for the 
employment relationship and must include; the 
identities of the parties, the work place, a descrip-
tion of the position/title, commencement date, 
any probationary period, holidays and holiday 
pay, notice period, salary and other remunera-
tion, duration and placement of working hours, 
length of breaks, agreements for special working 
hour arrangements and information about any 
collective bargaining agreements. 

Permanent and temporary employment 
The main rule is that all employees shall be 
appointed permanently. Temporary appointment 
must have a legal basis and is only permitted in 
certain occasions provided in the Working Envi-
ronment Act. Temporary employment can be 
agreed upon when warranted by the nature of 
the work and if the work differs from that which 
is ordinarily performed in the undertaking (typi-
cally in connection with special projects, seasonal 
employment etc.), for work as a temporary 
replacement for another person or persons, and 
in a few other situations provided in the Working 
Environment Act. Temporary employment may 
also be entered into on a general basis for a maxi-
mum period of twelve months. If this alternative 
is used, and the employee is not offered perma-
nent employment on the expiry of the twelve 
months’ period, the employer will be subject to 
a quarantine period of twelve months during 
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which the employer cannot make new temporary 
appointments on this legal basis for the same 
work tasks. 

The regulation on temporary employment is 
particularly strict in Norway, and the overall rule 
is that employees must be appointed perma-
nently. Should the requirements for temporary 
employment not be met in respect to a temporary 
appointed employee, the employee will be con-
sidered permanently appointed, meaning that the 
ordinary rules for termination etc. will apply.

Undertakings that make use of temporary 
appointment have a duty to at least once a year 
discuss the use of temporary appointment with 
the employees’ elected representatives. 

Zero-hour contracts 
Zero-hour contracts (i.e. contracts where the 
employee is not guaranteed a certain level of 
work/FTE percentage) are only permitted if the 
legal requirements for temporary employment 
are fulfilled in each instance. 

WORKING HOURS 

Normal working hours 
The statutory maximum ordinary working hours 
are nine hours per day and forty hours per week. 
Different regulations on working hours may follow 
from collective bargaining agreements, where 
normal working hours are usually 7.5 hours per 
day and 37.5 hours per week. Further, many com-
panies without collective bargaining agreements 
practice a 37.5 hour work week, normally from 
Monday to Friday. 

The employer and employee may enter into a 
written agreement on average calculation of 
working time. In that case, the thresholds for 
overtime work will be ten hours per day, fifty 
hours per single week, forty-eight hours on aver-
age over a period of eight weeks and forty hours 
on average over a period of fifty‑two weeks.

The normal working hours must be placed 
between 06:00 and 21:00. Working days are week-
days, including Saturdays. Sundays and public 
holidays are not regarded as working days. Gen-
erally, work on Sundays and public holidays is not 
permitted unless it is necessitated by the nature 
of the work.

Employees are entitled to daily and weekly off‑
duty time. The main rule is that an employee is 
entitled to have at least eleven hours continuous 
off‑duty time per twenty‑four hours and thirty‑
five continuous off‑duty time per seven days. The 
off‑duty period shall be placed between two main 
work periods, and it shall as a main rule fall on a 
Sunday.

Maximum working hours 
As a general rule, work exceeding the normal 
working hours may only take place in cases when 
there is an exceptional and time-limited need for 
it. 

The total working hours (including overtime 
hours) must not exceed thirteen hours during 
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twenty-four consecutive hours and forty-eight 
hours during seven consecutive days, provided 
that the employer and employee have not 
entered into an agreement on average calculation 
of working time.

Overtime work must not exceed ten hours per 
seven days, twenty‑five hours in four consecutive 
weeks and two hundred hours during a fifty‑two 
week period.

Employees in leading and/or particularly inde-
pendent positions may be exempted from the 
working time regulations in the Working Environ-
ment Act subject to an individual assessment in 
each case. 

The Norwegian Labor Inspectorate may grant 
exemptions from the rules mentioned above.

HOLIDAY ENTITLEMENT 

Pursuant to the Holiday Act, employees have a 
statutory right to minimum four weeks and one 
day (twenty‑five working days) of annual holi-
day. It is quite common for companies to offer 
an additional holiday week, meaning that the 
employees are entitled to five weeks’ holiday. The 
right to holiday applies regardless of whether the 
employee will be entitled to holiday pay. 

The holiday pay, which is paid in lieu of salary 
during the taking of holidays, shall be at least 
10.2 percent of the basis for calculating holiday 
pay. If the company operates with five weeks’ 
holiday, the holiday pay percentage is twelve per-
cent. The basis for calculating holiday pay is the 
remuneration the employee received during the 
previous year, including overtime compensation, 
commission, other supplements, bonus payments 
etc. Although the Holiday Act provides that holi-
day pay shall be disbursed on the last ordinary 
pay day before holiday is taken out, it is common 
practice in Norway to include a section in the 
employment agreement stating that holiday pay 
is disbursed in lieu of salary in June, regardless of 
when holidays are taken out. For the rest of the 
year, ordinary monthly salary is paid. 

SICK LEAVE AND SICK PAY 

Employees are entitled to short-term paid sick 
leave without a doctor’s certificate for up to three 

days, four times per year. Employees are required 
to give written notice (Nw. “egenmelding”) to the 
employer in order to be eligible for paid short-
term sick leave. Extended sick leave requires a 
doctor’s certificate. 

In case of sick leave, the employer is obligated 
to pay full salary during sickness in the initial 
sixteen-day period (certain exceptions apply due 
to the Covid-19 virus). After the sixteen days, the 
Norwegian state pays the sick pay, unless the 
employee’s employment contract states that the 
employer is obligated to pay full salary during 
sickness. In the latter situation, the employer 
may claim refunds from the Norwegian state with 
regards to the sick pay. The state-funded sick-
ness benefit is capped at six times the National 
Insurance Amount. At the time of this article the 
National Insurance Amount is NOK 99,858. 

The employer may not ask for medical records 
or other doctor reports, as this is patient/doctor 
confidential information. The employer is how-
ever obligated to follow up and facilitate for an 
employee during the sick leave. 

Norwegian employees are protected from dis-
missal based on sick leave for a period of twelve 
months after the employee first went on sick 
leave, meaning that it is not possible to termi-
nate the employee for reasons relating to the 
sick leave during the first twelve months of sick 
leave. Please note that any termination after this 
period still requires that there is a valid cause for 
termination, and that the normal employment 
protection will apply.  

PARENTAL LEAVE 

Parents are entitled to parental leave for a total 
of twelve months. These twelve months include 
the mothers’ right to up to twelve weeks’ leave of 
absence during the pregnancy and the right to 
maternity leave for the first six weeks after giving 
birth. In addition, each of the parents are entitled 
to an additional leave of absence for up to twelve 
months for each birth. Such additional leave will 
however be without salary or parental benefits 
from the state and must be taken immediately 
after the parental leave. 

Parental benefits are usually equal to either a 
hundred percent or eighty percent (depending on 
the length of the parental leave) of salary for the 
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duration of the parental benefit period. Please 
note that the basis for calculation of paren-
tal benefits is capped at six times the National 
Insurance Amount, meaning that annual salary 
above six times the National Insurance Amount 
will not be included in the basis for calculation of 
parental benefits. The parental benefit period is 
made up of the fifteen weeks reserved for each 
parent, another three weeks for the mother prior 
to birth, as well as sixteen weeks which can be 
split between the parents as they wish (in total 
forty-nine weeks if the parents choose a hundred 
percent parental benefit rate).

Note that some employers offer full salary during 
parental leave as a benefit, however this is not 
mandatory.

TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 

Justified by circumstances 
relating to the undertaking
According to mandatory law, any termination 
initiated by the employer must be objectively 
justified on the basis of circumstances relating to 
the undertaking, the employer or the employee. A 
reduction in workforce due to insufficient work-
load, downscaling of operations or restructuring 
will normally be accepted as sufficient and valid 
causes. If more than ten employees are to be ter-
minated in the same process or within a thirty-day 
period, mandatory consultations must be con-
ducted with employees’ representatives, and a 
notification must be sent to the Public Welfare 
Administration (Nw. “NAV”). 

The selection of redundant employees must be 
based on fair and reasonable criteria, which must 
be determined before the process is initiated. 
Such criteria are for example length of service/
seniority, qualifications and social considerations. 
In undertakings bound by a collective bargaining 
agreement, seniority will be the main selection 
criterion, but other criteria such as qualifications 
and business needs may also to some extent be 
taken into consideration. The redundancy process 
and the selection criteria should be discussed 
with the employees’ elected representatives prior 
to the selection process. Minutes should be made 
in writing from the meeting(s) with the employees’ 
representatives. 

A termination due to redundancies is only valid 
if the employer does not have another position 

in the business to offer the employee. This only 
applies to vacant positions which the employee is 
qualified for within the business.

Justified by circumstances 
relating to the employee
There is great variation in the nature and seri-
ousness of the circumstances relating to the 
employee that can form grounds for termination 
or, in cases of gross breach of duty, summary 
dismissal. However, a circumstance relevant 
for termination does not necessarily sufficiently 
warrant termination in the individual case and 
this will depend on, inter alia, the severity and 
duration of the circumstance, whether warnings 
have been given, to what extent the employer has 
communicated its reasonable expectations and 
contributed to enabling the employee to succeed 
etc. Generally, the threshold for termination of 
employment for reasons relating to the employee 
is quite high.
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Notice of dismissal 
A notice of dismissal must be in writing and must 
include certain mandatory information. The 
period of notice normally varies from one month 
(minimum notice period pursuant to the Work-
ing Environment Act) to six months. It is quite 
common to operate with a contractual notice 
period of three months in Norway. However, 
according to the Working Environment Act, the 
mandatory notice period may be longer than 
the contractual notice period depending on the 
employee’s age and length of service. 

RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 

Non-compete and non-solicitation of customers 
clauses agreed between the employer and the 
employee are subject to mandatory regulations in 
the Working Environment Act. Restrictive cov-
enants may not be invoked for more than twelve 
months following termination of the employ-
ment. Further, restrictive covenants may not be 
invoked if the employee is terminated due to 
circumstances relating to the employer, or if the 
employer owing to a breach of obligations in the 
employment relationship has given the employee 
reasonable grounds to terminate the employ-
ment. Employers are required to provide a written 
statement regarding whether and to what extent 
a non-compete or non-solicitation of customers 
clause will be invoked. The written statement 
must be provided upon the employee’s request or 
upon termination of employment, subject to short 
mandatory deadlines. If employers fail to meet 

these criteria, the restrictive covenant in question 
may not be invoked.

POSTED WORKERS

When an employer in another state than Norway 
posts workers to Norway, the administrative 
regulations regarding posted workers (imple-
menting EU Directive 96/71/EC into Norwegian 
legislation) applies. According to the regulations 
the employer shall have employment agreements, 
overview of working hours and pay slips easily 
available at the posted workers’ work location 
in Norway. For a foreign worker to be granted a 
residence permit for work purposes in Norway, 
the pay and working conditions cannot be poorer 
than what is normal in Norway.

COSTS OF EMPLOYMENT

The following costs apply on employment in 
Norway: 

• Annual salary 
• Holiday pay (minimum 10.2 percent)
• Employer’s National Insurance 

contribution (14.1 percent) 
• Pension costs (OTP, defined contribution 

scheme, minimum two percent of 
salary between one and twelve times 
the National Insurance Amount)

• Employer’s National Insurance contributions 
on the pension costs (14.1 percent) 

• Occupational injury insurance (price can 
vary considerably with the injury risk 
applicable in the sector concerned).
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Marketing arrangements

AGENCY

The Norwegian Agency Act regulates agency 
agreements concerning the purchase of goods. 
An agent collects orders or enters into agree-
ments in the principal’s name.

If the agent and the principal have not specifically 
agreed the level of compensation, the agent is 
entitled to such level of remuneration as is cus-
tomary in the area where the agent is executing 
the work. An agent is also entitled to commission 
on commercial transactions concluded during the 
contracted period where the agent has arranged 
for the transaction, where a transaction not nego-
tiated by the agent is entered into with a third 
party whom the agent has previously acquired 
as customer for transactions or the same kind, 
or where the agent has been entrusted with a 
specific geographical area or group of customers, 
and a transaction not negotiated by the agent has 
been concluded with a party belonging to that 
area or group.

An agency agreement without a fixed term may 
be terminated with one months’ notice during the 
first year. The notice period is extended by one 
month for each year until a notice period of six 
months is reached. The parties may nevertheless 
agree that the agent may terminate  the agree-
ment upon on a notice period of three months 
even if the contract goes back three years or 
longer.

A true agency agreement will not be subject to 
the Competition Act, which entails that the princi-
pal may freely impose restrictions and demands 
upon the agent. A true agency agreement 
requires that the agent bears no financial or com-
mercial risk whatsoever for the goods or services, 
such that the agent is solely a representative of 
the principal. The labelling of an agency agree-
ment is not sufficient for the non‑application of 
the Competition Act.

It should be noted that the principal is at larger 
risk for corporate criminal liability for unlaw-

ful acts committed by an agent under the Penal 
Code in comparison with other forms of mar-
keting arrangements where the intermediary is 
considered to act more independently from the 
principal.

The Act on Commission Agreements regulates 
commission contracts. This is a different regime 
than agency agreements as a commission agent 
bears risk, sells goods and services for the prin-
cipal’s account, but concludes contracts with a 
third party in his own (the commission agent’s) 
name. Under certain circumstances, the principal 
may reject an agreement the commission agent 
has concluded with a third party. The commis-
sion agent is also liable for any economic loss the 
principal incurs due to the commission agent’s 
non-compliance with the commission agreement.

DISTRIBUTION

There are no specific regulations for distribution 
agreements as such, although they would nor-
mally be encompassed by the Sale of Goods Act 
as well as the Contracts Act. In addition, uncodi-
fied principles deduced from the case law of the 
Supreme Court of Norway may apply to resolve 
questions that are not explicitly or implicitly pro-
vided for in the agreement.

Distribution agreements may be subject to certain 
limitations under the Competition Act. 

FRANCHISING

There is no separate regulation that governs 
the relationship between the franchisee and the 
franchisor as such. The Sale of Goods Act and 
the Contracts Act as well as uncodified principles 
deduced from the case law provide non-manda-
tory rules for franchising agreements. Franchising 
arrangements may also be caught by the Compe-
tition Act and the limitations to agreements set 
out therein. 
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Intellectual property 
Intellectual property rights are protected by a set 
of specific statutes. 

Generally, Norwegian law provides for strong 
protection of intellectual property rights and the 
Norwegian court system offers effective and rela-
tively quick case handling in intellectual property 
litigations. Norwegian law on intellectual prop-
erty rights is harmonized with the EU legislation 
through the EEA Agreement and Norway is a party 
to all major multinational agreements relating to 
intellectual property rights. 

PATENTS

Patents are governed by the Patents Act. Patent 
applications are submitted to the Norwegian 
Industrial Property Office (Nw. “Patentstyret”). 

Within five to seven months the Industrial Prop-
erty Office issues a letter stating whether or not 
the application can be granted. The application 
will be published eighteen months after filing of 
the application. It normally takes one to two years 
from receipt of the first assessment of patentabil-
ity until the application may be approved.

A patent can be maintained for up to twenty years 
from the day when you file an application, pro-
vided that annual fees are paid. 

However, for certain medicinal products and 
plant protection products you may apply for an 
extension of the period of protection for up to 
five years for plant protection products and up 
to five and half years for certain medicinal prod-
ucts by applying for supplementary protection 
certificates, cf. Regulation (EC) No 469/2009 and 
(EC) No 1610/96.

Norway is inter alia a party to the Patent Coopera-
tion Treaty (PCT), the Paris Convention, the TRIPS 
agreement and the European Patent Convention 
(EPC). The EU directive 98/44/EC on protection of 
biotechnological inventions is implemented in the 
Patents Act. Norway is on the other hand not part 
of the cooperation within the EU with respect to 
unitary patent protection and the Unified Patent 
Court (UPC) will therefore not have jurisdiction 
over European patents that are validated in 
Norway. 

TRADEMARKS

Trademarks are governed by the Trademarks Act. 
Trademark protection may be obtained either by 
registration with the Industrial Property Office or 
by extensive use. 

The application process takes approximately one 
year. The trademark registration can be renewed 
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every ten years provided that annual fees are 
paid.

Norway is party to the Madrid Agreement. 
Norway has also implemented the Trademark 
Directive and Norway applies the International 
Classification of Goods and Services (Nice Clas-
sification). 

DESIGNS

Designs are governed by the Designs Act. A design 
may be registered with the Industrial Property 
Office if the design is new and has individual 
character. 

The application process normally takes two to 
three months from filing of the application. A 
design registration is valid for five years, and can 
be renewed for further five‑year periods up to a 
total registration period of twenty‑five years. 

Norway is a party to the Locarno Agreement and 
the Hague Agreement, including the Geneva Act 
to the Hague Agreement.

COPYRIGHT

Copyrights are governed by the Copyright Act. No 
registration is required in order to obtain copy-
right to a work. A person who creates a work will 
automatically obtain protection under the Copy-
right Act.

The term of copyright protection lasts for the life-
time of the author and seventy years thereafter.

Norway is party to the Bern Convention and the 
Rome Convention. Further, the EU directives 
within the field of copyright law are a part of the 
EEA agreement and implemented in Norwegian 
law. 

TRADE SECRETS AND CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION 

Trade secrets are not governed by one specific act 
in Norway, but rather by a fragmented set of rules 
in the Marketing Act and the Penal Code. How-
ever, Norwegian law is mainly considered to be in 
accordance with the EU directive on trade secrets 
(directive 2016/943). 

A new act on trade secrets, which implements 
the EU directive on trade secrets, was adopted 
in Norway on 27 March 2020. The act prescribes 
both criminal and civil liability for unauthorised 
acquisition, use or disclosure of trade secrets. 
The act will probably enter into force on 1 January 
2021. 

UNFAIR MARKETING 

Unfair marketing is governed by the Marketing 
Control Act. 

The act protects not only the interests of con-
sumers, but also the interests of traders. The 
act  prohibits the use of copies of distinguishing 
marks, products, catalogues, advertising materials 
or other produced items. The act also stipulates 
that no act shall be performed in the course of 
trade which conflicts with good business practice 
among traders. 

Use of the unfair marketing practices may result 
in a prohibitory injunction and the insulted party 
may be entitled to remuneration and/or compen-
sation. 

RIGHT OF INFORMATION AND 
SECURING OF EVIDENCE 

Evidence to prove infringement of intellectual 
property rights may to a certain extent be secured 
outside a lawsuit by judicial examination of par-
ties and witnesses and by providing access to 
and inspecting real evidence. Also the EU direc-
tive 2004/48/EC is implemented in Norwegian 
law, including the right of information set out in 
Article 8 of the directive. Thus, a proprietor or 
a licensee may, both in connection with a law-
suit and outside a lawsuit, obtain a court order 
imposing an infringer or a third party to provide 
information regarding the origin and distribution 
channels of infringing goods or services.
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Product liability
The Product Liability Act is based on the Pro-
duct Liability Directive (Directive 85/374/EEC). 
Under this act, manufacturers based in Norway 
or internationally bear strict liability if a product 
causes injuries to human beings or damages 
goods intended for private use or used privately. 
Furthermore, an entity importing the product into 
Norway may be held liable without prejudice to 
the liability of the producer. 

The Product Control Act implements the General 
Product Safety Directive (Directive 2001/95/EC) 
into Norwegian law. The act establishes strict 
liability for manufacturers, importers, distribut-
ers and sellers of goods when a product causes 
damage or personal injury. The act provides the 
legal basis for sending public warnings and for 
recalling and annihilating dangerous products. 

Liability for the manufacturer may also be estab-
lished under Norwegian tort law. 
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Dispute resolution

THE NORWEGIAN COURTS

The Norwegian judiciary is divided into three 
levels, with courts of first instance (district courts), 
courts of appeal and the Supreme Court. The 
courts are in general considered effective and the 
cases are dealt with by modern procedural rules. 
A large share of civil and criminal law proceedings 
are carried out within this system.

In civil proceedings, the district court where the 
defendant has its domicile has territorial jurisdic-
tion. Undertakings registered in the Register of 
Business Enterprises have their ordinary venue at 
the place where the head office of the undertak-
ing is located according to such registration. In 
criminal proceedings it is the district court of the 
place where the alleged crime has been com-
mitted that has territorial jurisdiction. The main 
proceeding takes place as an oral hearing, with 
prior written preparations. The procedural law for 
civil claims and actions is codified in the Dispute 
Act and the Criminal Procedure Act provide proce-
dural rules for criminal law proceedings. 

In specific sectors, specialized courts of first 
instance have jurisdiction instead of the district 
court. Disputes between parties to collective 
(wage) agreements are brought before the Labour 
Court of Norway (Nw. “Arbeidsretten”). The Land 
Consolidation Courts of Norway (Nw. “Jordskifter-
etten”) handles cases regarding the ownership 
and use of land. Oslo County Court (Nw. “Oslo 
byfogdembete”) handles i.a. matters such as 
enforced execution and provisional security, fil-
ings for bankruptcy and notary services. 

Moreover, complaints and appeals of the deci-
sions of the Norwegian Competition Authority 
under the Competition Act are brought before 

the Competition Complaints Board (Nw. “Konkur-
ranseklagenemnda”).

Norway is a party to the Lugano convention and 
the convention is made part of Norwegian law.

ARBITRATION

As an alternative to the ordinary courts, disputes 
between business relations are often resolved 
through mediation and/or arbitration. The Arbi-
tration Act is based on the UNCITRAL Model Law 
on International Commercial Arbitration. Norway 
has ratified the 1958 New York convention on the 
recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral 
awards.

The parties and the arbitral tribunal may engage 
the ordinary courts for assistance during certain 
stages of the arbitration procedure, e.g. to obtain 
assistance with the collection of evidence and 
to take statements of the parties and witnesses. 
Furthermore, the tribunal and the courts may ask 
the EFTA (European Free Trade Association) Court 
for a preliminary ruling regarding the interpreta-
tion of EEA law.

Arbitral awards are final and not subject to sub-
stantive review. Either of the parties may bring 
action before the ordinary courts to set aside an 
award within a deadline of three months, how-
ever, the grounds for setting aside an award as 
invalid are limited to errors in the procedure or 
the defies of Norwegian law as further set out in 
the Arbitration Act. Obvious errors in an award 
may be rectified on the request of one of the 
parties or by the initiative of the tribunal within a 
deadline of one month. Similarly, the parties may 
request the tribunal to make a supplementary 
award for issues that were mistakenly omitted 
from the award.
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